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加速器による実験では、RHIC（Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider）およびCERNのLHC（Large 
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Figure 4： T−１/α平面でのQED相図。原点側が凝縮相（Broken Phase）である。Landauゲージと
Feynmanゲージの差はわずかしかない
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吉田・横田：Phase Transition in the Thermal QED
Summary
We analyzed the DS equation with the HTL-resummed boson propagator to study the chiral 
phase transition in the thermal QED. The numerically improved solution of the equation enabled 
us to obtain almost universal critical exponents for the phase transition of the second order. Little 
gauge-dependence was found in the boundary of the phase diagram. We found an unexpected 
behavior of the decay width of the static mode, which should be studied in depth more carefully. 
Our results using local gauges were found to be inconsistent with the WT identity. Nonlocal 
gauges are expected to reproduce the solution that satisfies the WT identity.
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